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The plasma is considered with respect to the electrons as consisting of 

a thermal main part and a small optically thin supratherrnal part. The 

thermal part is described on the basis of temperature and density profiles 

as measured via Thomson scattering. Concerning energy and density dis

tribution of supra thermal electrons, the following assumptions seemed most 

practicable [1] : 

(1) exponential shape of energy distribution function, 

being zero below a certain energy , 

(2) rat io q = vnfv.t = const, 

(3) arbitrary density profile. 

The emission of the thermal main part is calculated by means of the 

optical depth and Kirchhoff's law ,that of the su prathermal part by means of 

the single particle radiation formula. The latter emission is partly absorbed 

in the thermal background on its way to the observer. 

For the optical depth of the thermal plasma expressions given by several 

authors [2] - [6] are used . The calculation is done onedimensional with 

sheath model. 

The total radiation of a suprathermal electron per solid angle unit in 
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direction e with respect to the B-field is [7] : 

e = e2w2 f: ((cos~- .Bu )2 J2 (x) + .82 Jfl (x)) [W] 
871' 2toC I sm9 I J.. 

-1 
- o- mode ><- moo(e 

The distribution funktion is: 

1 E-EOO 
f(E) = EO · e--=- for E ~EGO 

The emission of an electron gas of density n (radiation power per volum 

unit, frequency unit and solid angle unit in direction 9) is calculated from 

the line radiation, as energy per frequency interval : 

.i(w)=e ·l!:l I dn I dn I dE I I dE I - = - · - = n ·I( E)· -
dw dE dw ··-- dw 

cose 
a=--;:== 

v1+!r 

I dw 1- lwb ±1 ( 1 _ a'Y ) for 
dE - m 0c2 "'12(1- ,a

11
cos9)2 ~ 

FuMK= 
1 +q2 

1 + q2sin29 

{
'Y < FuMK 
'Y > FuMK 

Fig.l shows the o.mode lines e fore< 71'/2 for growing energy E starting 

at EGO = 0 : at first the positiv Dopplershift dominates (the gyrating 

flllftrons 1'-Pproa,~h the observer) the relativistic decrease of frequency, it is 

fJJ/Wb > 1. For 

E > EuMK = moc2 
• (FuMK- 1) 

the resulting increase of frequency decreases again. The line density there 

gets infinity, caused by the assumption q = const . For 

2a2 

E> moc2 · ---
1- a2 
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w/wb < 1 holds.Thecurvesshow j(w) for both modes. Fromq:::::: 2 on FuMK 

is already near its asymptotic value 1/ sine; so even when electrons with a 

distribution in pitchangle are present a pronounced maximum of emission 

near 1/ sine can be expected. Because the frequency there is greater than 

lwb at the point of emission , no reabsorption by the thermal background 

plasma takes place on its way outside to the observer across the decaying 

B-field of a toroida! machine, and as its frequency has a. nearly constant 

distance to lwb(r) for q > 2 (for q = const exactly constant), one can get an 

image of the supra.therma! density distribution superposed to the thermal 

temperature profile obtained from the measured spectrum, at least in the 

case when its energy distribution is independent of radius (s.fig.2). 

In reality the energy distribution of the suprathermals is hardly indepen

dent of the radius; but a measurement with e f: rr /2 should at least give a. 

clear indication on the presence of such electrons with tiJI f: 0 . 
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Fig.l: O.mode lines € for 6 = 70° and frequency spectrum around 

a cyclotron harmonic FB for both modes; B-field = constant. 
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Fig.2: Computed profile {by r - 1/ F from the frequency spectrum). 

Lower curve: shape of the (arbitrarily chosen) suprathermal 

density distribution , upper one: the addition of the undamped 

suprathermal emission upon the thermal one {dashed). 


